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CYBER MEDIA WATCH 

Cyber Security  
 India to set up Cryptology Centre  
 
India second in the list of countries facing cyber attacks on mobiles 
 
Xi: Efforts should be made to Build China into Cyber Power 
 
Pakistan Devising New Security Strategy to Counter Cyber Attacks 
 
Smart Phones Fast Becoming Means for Terrorists: Indian NSA 
 
Japan Holds Cyber Security Drill Ahead of Olympics 
 

Cyber Governance 
India Seeks Equal Role for all Governments in Global Internet  
 
Brazil's anti-spy Internet bill clears lower house vote 
 
New EU Cybersecurity Law Avoids Making Companies Report Breaches 
 
Ghana to get National Cyber Security Strategy Soon 
 
India faces major cyber Global Commission on Internet Governance's Research 
Advisory Network  
  

 

STATEMENT 
Statement of General Keith B. 
Alexander, Commander US 
CYBERCOM 
 

The main point I want to leave with you is 
that we in US Cyber Command, with the 
Services and other partners, are doing 
something that our military has never done 
before. We are putting in place 
foundational systems and processes for 
organizing, training, equipping, and 
operating our military cyber capabilities to 
meet cyber threats. USCYBERCOM and the 
Services are building a world class, 
professional, and highly capable force in 
readiness to conduct full spectrum 
cyberspace operations.  
 

European Commission’s Statement 
Following the Successful Vote on the 
NIS Directive on Cyber Security 
Today, if one country is hit by a major 
cyber-attack, or has evidence of a major 
attack being prepared, they would not have 
to share that information. Even if the attack 
could have repercussions in other EU 
countries! That's not right: we are a Union; 
we have agreed to cooperate and share – we 
need to alert each other and, if necessary, to 
support each other. 
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Despite the preoccupation of the political classes with the election, the 
security establishment in Delhi must prepare for the defence of India’s 
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As Internet Matures, India Faces a Choice on Governance 
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One thing is clear, with its technology boom, population, and growing 
dependence on the internet for economic prosperity, governance and free 
expression, the country can no longer afford to not assume a leadership role 
in this area, while at the same time sticking to its core democratic principles. 
It needs to rise to its leadership potential and reflect the will of its people.  
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COMMENTARY I 

To play a role in reframing Net governance, 
India must discard old clichés of diplomacy. 

Washington’s announcement last weekend, that 
it would soon cede control over a core function of 
the internet, will intensify the scramble for 
reorganising an institution that has become a 
vital part of our lives. Despite the preoccupation 
of the political classes with the election, the 
security establishment in Delhi must prepare for 
the defence of India’s interests in sustaining the 
internet as a stable, secure and open democratic 
space. 

In focus is a non-profit organisation called the 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 
Numbers (ICANN) located near Los Angeles. 
ICANN can be conceived as a massive post office 
that lets zillions of information bits go from a 
point of origin, A, to an intended destination, B. 
At the heart of it is the domain naming system 
(DNS), a method of sorting mail in a post office. 

This involves organising a code that lends a 
unique identity to each user and facilitates easy 
communication among them. It is the DNS that 
lets us reach any site by typing say, 
“indianexpress.com”, rather than a series of 
numbers. The DNS is what makes the internet 
tick, by adjudicating potential disputes and 
maintaining the master list of various addresses 
and dividing them into different categories. 

This system was initially run by one man, an 
American scientist, Jonathan Postel, in the 
University of Southern California, on a part-time 
basis under a contract with the Pentagon. The 
organisation he ran, the Internet Assigned 
Numbers Authority (IANA), was put under 
ICANN, established in 1998, as the first step 
towards the privatisation of internet 

management. It had a contract with the US 
Department of Commerce to run the DNS. 

Last Friday, the commerce department 
announced that it would not extend the contract 
to the ICANN when it expires in September 2015. 
It has asked ICANN to prepare a transition plan 
for more broad-based governance of the DNS 
system, through consultations with all global 
stakeholders. The US decision to widen the base 
of internet governance was not unexpected. Since 
the revelations by Edward Snowden on the extent 
of American spying on governments and 
individuals, there has been worldwide clamour to 
end US dominance over the internet. 

The pressure for reorganising internet 
management has come not only from countries 
like China and Russia, but also from American 
partners like Brazil and allies in the European 
Union. In fact, late last year, the small club of 
technical organisations that runs the internet 
called for cutting the internet’s umbilical cord 
with the US government. These included ICANN, 
the Internet Engineering Task Force, the Internet 
Society, the Internet Architecture Board, and the 
World Wide Web Consortium. Meanwhile, the 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), 
which has long regulated global telephony, has 
become the venue for a determined bid by 
countries such as China, Russia and Saudi Arabia 
to end American primacy over the internet and 
significantly expand the role of governments. 

The US is seeking to pre-empt this by agreeing to 
relinquish its control over ICANN but setting the 
terms for a new arrangement. Announcing the 
decision on ICANN, Washington said it would 
not accept the replacement of its supervisory role 
by another government or an intergovernmental 
organisation. 
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There will be hard bargaining among key 
governments, the technical community, 
corporations and civil society groups in finding a 
new way to manage the DNS. Seeking to build a 
new consensus, ICANN is all set to open 
international consultations, which will begin as 
early as next week in Singapore. ICANN is also 
supporting the Brazilian government in 
organising a major international conference of all 
stake holders next month in Sao Paolo. The ITU 
members are set to gather later this year in 
Busan, South Korea. The stage is set for a big 
political battle for the future of the internet. 

Until now, the UPA has focused on strengthening 
cyber-governance at home, under the 
stewardship of the national security advisor, 
Shivshankar Menon. Delhi rightly considered 
building domestic capabilities as more important 
than grandstanding on the global stage about 
internet governance. Now, as jostling for internet 
management gets rough, Delhi will have to move 
with some speed to secure its interests and gain 
some say in the ordering of the DNS. At the 
international level, Delhi has regrettably been 
sending mixed signals on its approach to internet 
governance. 

Delhi has a long record of posturing at 
multilateral forums and shooting itself in the foot 
when it comes to national interest. Believe it or 
not, in the 1970s, India opposed, at the UN, the 
direct broadcast satellite technology in the name 
of protecting its territorial sovereignty. With an 
IT sector that is deeply integrated with the global 
economy and contributing nearly 8 per cent of 
India’s GDP as well as the world’s third-largest 
group of internet users, India does not have the 
luxury of quixotic pursuits. Delhi’s negotiating 
position must be rooted firmly in India’s 

economic interests. Issue-based coalitions — with 
countries, companies and civil society groups — 
are critical for ensuring the best possible 
outcomes. 

Internet governance is also about India’s 
democratic political values. During the 
Emergency, nearly four decades ago, when Indira 
Gandhi was trampling on democracy at home, 
the multilateralists in our foreign office were 
consumed by the quest for the so-called “new 
international information order” that sought 
curbs on the free flow of information across 
borders. 

India’s challenges in negotiating a new 
framework for internet governance do not lend 
themselves to the old clichés of Indian 
diplomacy. Instead, India must strive to find the 
appropriate balance between the multiple 
antinomies that define the debate. These include 
tensions between freedom and state control, 
human rights and public order, privacy and 
collective security, intellectual property rights 
and fair use of information, corporate 
imperatives and public interest, technical 
efficiency and international legitimacy, and 
multilateralism and “multi-stakeholderism” that 
brings non-state actors into the equation. 

In the end, governments should and will get 
some new responsibilities in the management of 
the internet. But India certainly has no interest in 
seeing the current universal internet broken into 
a “splinternet” of separate sovereignties. 

Source: The Indian Express, March 19, 2014 
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COMMENTARY II 

For many years, the Indian public in particular 
had very little interest in who controlled the 
internet and decisions taken at a structural level 
that shaped its future.  
 
The press carried little tidbits about the World 
Summit on Information Society; a pair of United 
Nations-sponsored conferences about 
information, communication and, with an aim to 
bridge the so-called global digital divide 
separating rich countries from poor countries by 
spreading access to the internet in the developing 
world, the UN body, International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU); which 
coordinates the shared global use of the radio 
spectrum, promotes international cooperation in 
assigning satellite orbits, works to improve 
telecommunication infrastructure in the 
developing world, and assists in the development 
and coordination of worldwide technical 
standards, and Internet Corporation for Assigned 
Names and Numbers (ICANN), which 
coordinates the Internet Assigned Numbers 
Authority (IANA) functions, which are key 
technical services critical to the continued 
operations of the Internet's underlying address 
book, the Domain Name System (DNS) and also 
UN Commission of Science and Technology 
Working Group on Enhanced Cooperation, where 
governments come together to discuss issues like 
internet governance.  
 
What was commonly known followed a similar 
trajectory: America invented the internet, it is a 
global commons, and it works well.  
 
Over the last few years, however, as the Indian 
experience with the internet has matured, 
questions of governance, both internally and 
externally have started making headlines. 

Allegations of mass 
surveillance have hogged all headlines. Another 
factor cannot be missed: the Indian digital 
economy is growing rapidly, and while internet 
governance is nowhere close to being an election 
issue in India, domestically, access, freedom of 
expression, cyber crime and cyber security are 
growing concerns. There also the reality that as 
India's population gets increasingly connected, it 
will host one of the biggest online demographies 
in the world. Therefore, India's views and actions 
in terms of how the internet should grow and be 
governed is crucial to the future of the internet 
itself.  
 
In October 2011, the Indian government 
proposed that a UN Committee for Internet-
Related Policies (CIRP) be formed, so that 
governments can debate and deliberate on vital 
issues such as intellectual property enforcement, 
privacy and data protection, online filtering and 
censorship and network neutrality. Those 
opposed to the idea have warned that the "open" 
nature of the internet will be threatened by 
governments who favor a controlled and 
censored form of the internet. Also the proposed 
structure of the UN-CIRP seemed to be the very 
anti-thesis of a dynamic internet; it involved 
setting up a 50 member committee that only met 
for two weeks in the year. Those opposed to this 
bureaucratic suggestion, instead, favour a multi-
stakeholder transnational governance 
mechanism, which gives all stakeholders of the 
internet a place on the table; including 
governments, businesses and civil society 
members.  
 
The last few months of 2013 were very active 
internationally, on questions of internet 
governance. Three big international events made 

http://igfwatch.org/discussion-board/indias-proposal-for-a-un-committee-for-internet-related-policies-cirp
http://igfwatch.org/discussion-board/indias-proposal-for-a-un-committee-for-internet-related-policies-cirp
http://igfwatch.org/discussion-board/indias-proposal-for-a-un-committee-for-internet-related-policies-cirp
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headlines, and India's role in them is especially 
telling. The first was the Internet Governance 
Forum (IGF) in Indonesia in November. This 
event brought together all members of civil 
society on a common platform to deliberate on 
the rules of global governance, but in effect did 
not have any binding powers. Given that it was 
held in the wake of the Snowden revelations of 
NSA surveillance, the conversations centered 
around the need to ensure better protection of all 
citizens in the online environment and to reach a 
proper balance between actions driven by 
national security and respect for freedom of 
expression, privacy and human rights. While in 
the 2012 IGF, India's Minister for 
Communication Technology had been present, in 
2013, was "extremely small" according to Dr Anja 
Kovaks who participated there. She added 
that, "many developing countries look up to 
India's engagement with internet-governance 
forums to ensure that the concerns of the 
developing world are not ignored during policy-
making."  
 
In December, 2013, the UN Commission of 
Science and Technology Working Group on 
Enhanced Cooperation released a statement 
which also carried India's proposal that, "The UN 
General Assembly could embark on creation of a 
multilateral body for formulation of international 
Internet-related public policies. The proposed 
body should include all stakeholders and relevant 
inter-governmental and international 
organisations in advisory capacity within their 
respective roles as identified in Tunis agenda and 
WGIG report. Such body should also develop 
globally applicable principles on public policy 
issues associated with the coordination and 
management of critical Internet resources." 
Earlier this year, a note written by India's 
National Security Council Secretariat (NSCS), 
leaked to an Indian newspaper in March 2014, 
warns of the DNS system under US control, and 
goes on to say that "India's position is aligned 
with Russia, Saudi Arabia and Iran who also want 
governments to collectively drive internet 
management worldwide?" It adds that, "trust in 

the internet has declined and India's objective in 
the Geneva session was to ensure its concerns are 
accommodated in whatever international regime 
of Internet governance finally emerges."  
 
However, in the backdrop of continuing internet 
governance discussions, came theannouncement 
by Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff that in the 
light of revelations of global mass surveillance by 
the US, Brazil was going to host an internet 
governance conference —NETmundial —in April 
2014. This announcement was made after 
consulting the head of ICANN, Fadi Chehde. In 
contrast, the Indian reaction to these revelations 
seemed rather muted, perhaps because India too 
is building a mass surveillance regime within its 
national borders. It is also believed that Brazil 
asked India take a bigger role with them, 
however, Indian foreign ministry officials have 
stated off-the-record that details about the 
conference were not easy to come by from Brazil. 
Either way, the conference dates coincide with 
Indian general elections of 2014 and the 
formation of a new national government, and will 
most likely see a small Indian delegation.  
 
A month before the Brazil conference comes 
the announcement by the United States 
government that the U.S. National 
Telecommunications and Information 
Administration will end its formal relationship 
with the Internet Corporation for Assigned 
Names and Numbers in late 2015, with ICANN 
developing a new global governance model. It has 
been made clear by the ICANN President and 
CEO Fadi Chehadé that the transition out of 
NTIA was "not a final decision to surrender 
control of the internet" or about announcing a 
new law or policy. "The [U.S.] government also 
set clear boundaries for that discussion, including 
a very clear statement that it will not release 
control of these functions to any government-led 
or inter-governmental organization solution." 
Former CEO of ICANN Rod Beckstorm gave an 
interview in which he speculated that the US 
government made the announcement now 
"because they face the serious risk of losing even 

http://orfonline.org/cms/sites/orfonline/modules/report/ReportDetail.html?cmaid=63001&mmacmaid=63002
http://orfonline.org/cms/sites/orfonline/modules/report/ReportDetail.html?cmaid=63001&mmacmaid=63002
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/ares68d198_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/ares68d198_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/ares68d198_en.pdf
http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2014-03-06/news/47971199_1_internet-governance-forum-india-global-agency
http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2014-03-06/news/47971199_1_internet-governance-forum-india-global-agency
http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2014-03-06/news/47971199_1_internet-governance-forum-india-global-agency
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/world/brazil-to-host-summit-on-internet-governance/article5254778.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/world/brazil-to-host-summit-on-internet-governance/article5254778.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/world/brazil-to-host-summit-on-internet-governance/article5254778.ece
http://www.infoworld.com/d/networking/us-government-end-formal-relationship-icann-238464
http://www.zdnet.com/sg/icann-to-discuss-stewardship-transfer-in-singapore-7000027561/
http://www.zdnet.com/sg/icann-to-discuss-stewardship-transfer-in-singapore-7000027561/
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more at the upcoming NETmundial conference 
on internet governance in Brazil. This event 
could potentially lead to greater United Nations 
control over the internet and open the door to 
increased influence by countries opposed to a 
free and open internet."  
 
This, of course, is a hint that the US government 
would rather restructure ICANN and keep the 
multistakeholder approach towards internet 
governance open, rather than let some 
governments steer the course towards a 
government led body governing the internet.  
 
In a reaction to the announcement, Member of 
Parliament and vocal critic of the Indian 
government's position, Rajeev Chandrasekhar 
told Index that "India needs to think ahead, 
because its position on the governance of the 
internet and its inexplicable alliance with China, 
Saudi Arabia on this issue has been based on the 
so called US control of the net. First, the Ministry 
of External Affairs's entrenched position of a UN 
body needs to be withdrawn forthwith. I have 
substantiated its problems at multiple levels. 
India has lost its leadership status to Brazil in the 
internet governance space, thanks to 
government's position, and reflects complete 
failure of thought by Indian leadership." Looking 
towards the future, Chandrasekhar added that, 
"the new government needs to hold national, 
open public consultation on the issue. Parliament 
needs to be involved. Governments want to 
regulate; industry invests, builds infrastructure 
and drives innovation; and civil society/academia 
protects civil ideals and users' interest, including 
privacy, free speech and human rights. A free, 
open, safe, secure and truly global internet can 
only be managed through a multi-stakeholder 
mechanism with specific areas of 
intergovernmental cooperation, such as cyber 
terrorism, international jurisdiction."  
 
Other civil society voices, too, have called for the 
Indian government to rise to this new challenge. 
Security expert, Dr. Raja Mohan wrote in the 
Indian Express that, "Delhi has a long record of 

posturing at multilateral forums and shooting 
itself in the foot when it comes to national 
interest. Believe it or not, in the 1970s, India 
opposed, at the UN, the direct broadcast satellite 
technology in the name of protecting its 
territorial sovereignty. With an IT sector that is 
deeply integrated with the global economy and 
contributing nearly 8 per cent of India's GDP as 
well as the world's third-largest group of internet 
users, India does not have the luxury of quixotic 
pursuits. Delhi's negotiating position must be 
rooted firmly in India's economic interests. 
Issue-based coalitions —with countries, 
companies and civil society groups —are critical 
for ensuring the best possible outcomes."  
 
Given the Indian government's taste for pushing 
unilateral mechanisms for governing the internet 
at an international level, and Indian civil society, 
which for the most part seems to vocally support 
a multistakeholder approach, the Indian 
elections might bring about a new opportunity 
for both sides to find clarity. Some argue that 
multistakeholder models give an equal seat to 
governments like the US, but also to their 
corporate giants such as Google, Facebook, 
AT&T, which might help them secure a majority 
over crucial issues and therefore an international 
unilateral model might be beneficial for smaller 
countries. Alternatively, a government-led model, 
as India suggests, pre-supposes a consultative 
mechanism within countries so that the will of 
the people can be reflected. One thing is clear, 
with its technology boom, population, and 
growing dependence on the internet for 
economic prosperity, governance and free 
expression, the country can no longer afford to 
not assume a leadership role in this area, while at 
the same time sticking to its core democratic 
principles. It needs to rise to its leadership 
potential and reflect the will of its people.  

Source: Index on Censorship, March 24, 2014 

 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/no-splinternet/99/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/no-splinternet/99/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/no-splinternet/99/
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India to set up Cryptology Centre  

Government on March 04, 2014 announced 
setting up of R C Bose Centre for Cryptology and 
Security' in the Indian Statistical Institute 
at Kolkata at a cost of Rs 115 crore.  

 According to the statement, while the R C Bose 
Centre starts its academic activities with 
immediate effect, construction of its building and 
infrastructure for the Centre will be taken up 
simultaneously.  
The permanent centre is an important element of 
the overall efforts and framework to enhance 
capabilities to ensure holistic security of 
Indian cyber space.  

It represents a significant step forward in 
augmenting indigenous capabilities in the critical 
fields of Cryptology and Information 
Security. The centre will act as a hub for all 
cryptographic requirements, cutting edge 
research and technology development within the 
country.  
 
The centre will host an eminent body of 
permanent faculty members as well as a 
continuous flux of eminent personalities 
connected with this field. It will harness and 
foster scientific talent in India by offering 
facilities for degree and diploma courses as well 
as dedicated programmes in Cryptology, Cyber 
Security and allied disciplines.  
 
Cryptology is the study of codes, or the art of 
writing and solving them. To cater to the 
requirements of Governments, both National and 
States, the centre will offer several short-term 
courses and workshops to equip government 
personnel with the skills required to perform 
tasks related to Cyber Security. It will also take 

up research projects that 
could be sponsored by the government as well as 
Industry. 

Source: Business Standard, March 04, 2014 

India second in the list of countries facing 
cyber attacks on mobiles 

India is the second-most cyber attacks on mobile 
devices prone country with a major chunk of 
these intrusions designed for phishing and 
stealing banking details, a report by security 
software maker Kaspersky said. Russian cyber 
security solutions firm Kaspersky Lab said Russia 
topped the list of attacks on mobile phones, 
accounting for 40.34 per cent of all attacked 
unique users. 

India, with 7.9 per cent of attacks, stood at the 
second spot, followed by Vietnam (3.96 per cent), 
Ukraine (3.84 per cent) and the UK (3.42 per 
cent). Other countries in the top 10 included 
Germany (3.2 per cent), Kazakhstan (2.88 per 
cent), the US (2.13 per cent), Malaysia (2.12 per 
cent) and Iran (2.01 per cent). 

During 2013, nearly 100,000 new malicious 
programs for mobile devices were detected, more 
than double the previous year's figure of 40,059 
samples, Kaspersky said. "About 98.1 per cent of 
all mobile malware detected in 2013 targeted 
Android devices," it added. 

The report also found that about four million 
malicious applications were used by 
cybercriminals to distribute mobile malware for 
Android-based devices. "The majority of mobile 
malware in 2013 targeted users money. The 
number of mobile malware modifications 
designed for phishing, the theft of bank card 
information and money from bank accounts 
increased by a factor of almost 20," it said. 
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Kaspersky added that it had blocked about 2,500 
attempted infections by banking Trojans. 
"Banking Trojans are by far the most dangerous 
type of mobile malware for users. Some of those 
detected in 2013 were more geared towards 
stealing money from bank accounts rather than 
from a victim's mobile account, which 
significantly increases the potential losses," it 
said. 

Vulnerabilities in the Android OS architecture 
and its growing popularity were important 
factors behind the increase in Android banking 
Trojans in 2013. Cybercriminals appear to have 
become obsessed with this method of making 
money. At the beginning of the year there were 
just 64 known banking Trojans, but by the end of 
2013 Kaspersky Lab's collection contained 1,321 
unique samples. 

"Today, the majority of banking Trojan attacks 
target users in Russia and the CIS. However, that 
is unlikely to last for long: given the 
cybercriminals' keen interest in user bank 
accounts, the activity of mobile banking Trojans 
is expected to grow in other countries in 2014," 
Kaspersky Lab Virus Analyst Victor Chebyshev 
said. 

Source: IBN Live, March 03, 2014 

Xi: Efforts should be made to Build China 
into Cyber Power 

China is paying growing attention to cyber 
security and informatization. Chinese President 
Xi Jinping has called for full awareness of the 
importance and urgency of cyber security and 
informatization, as it concerns the livelihood of 
the general public. 

Efforts should be made to build China into a 
cyber power. That is what President Xi Jinping 
said during a meeting with other members of 
China's central leading group on Internet security 
and informatization. 

The president is to take command of the group, 
which is designed to lead and coordinate Internet 

security and informatization work among 
different sectors, as well as draft national 
strategies, development plans and major policies 
in this field. 

Xi stressed that Internet security and 
informatization is a major strategic issue 
concerning a country’s security and development, 
as well as people’s life and work. 

President Xi noted China has the world’s largest 
number of Internet users, but it still lags behind 
in development of Internet technologies. Data 
shows by the end of 2013, China had about 618 
million Internet users, but only 28.6 percent of 
them were from the countryside. The digital gap 
between rural and urban areas remains large, 
and the average bandwidth enjoyed by each 
Chinese is far less than that in developed 
countries. 

The president stressed the need for a 
comprehensive plan to develop information 
technology and cyber security technology, to 
support companies working in this field. And 
there must be laws and regulations on managing 
information online, protection of key 
infrastructure facilities, and cleaning up 
cyberspace. President Xi said information 
resources are increasingly becoming a crucial 
production factor and a key part of social wealth, 
and can signal a country’s soft and competitive 
power. 

Source: CNTV, February 28, 2014  

Pakistan Devising New Security Strategy 
to Counter Cyber Attacks 

Pakistan is reportedly devising a cyber security 
strategy to counter cyber attacks or infiltration 
from other countries. 

During the question hour in the upper house of 
Pakistan’s Parliament, Minister of State for 
Interior Balighur Rehman said that the 
government had already approved e-mail and 
internet policy, envisaging security guidelines 
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and a multi-stage information security audit of 
government institutions and ministries. 

He further said that the Ministry of Information 
Technology had also finalized "Prevention and 
Electronic Crime Bill" which would soon be 
presented in the parliament for approval, the 
Dawn reported. 

Rehman said that the National Database and 
Registration Authority of Pakistan had a sensitive 
database of 100 million people and had deployed 
a state-of the art system to prevent breaches from 
internal and external cyber intruders. 

Source: Business Standard, March 08, 2014 

Smart Phones Fast Becoming Means for 
Terrorists: Indian NSA 

Smart phones are fast becoming means for 
terrorists to recruit people and communicate 
with each other, said India’s National Security 
Adviser Shivshankar Menon on March 24. 
Addressing a seminar, he said, “We see terrorist 
groups using the same technology (mobiles or 
smart phones) for recruitment, for 
communication and even though with much less 
success, so far, as a weapon,” He also said that 
phone devices have been used as an instrument 
to spread “lies and rumours” and even in India, 
people had to leave their homes in large numbers 
due to such activities, an apparent reference to 
exodus of people from North East India mainly 
from the South two years ago. 

The NSA said cyber security is one of the biggest 
challenges and India has “some expertise and 
talent which suits our style of functioning.” 
“Cyber security is now no longer just a question 
of securing our data on the internet or the 
security of our communications,” Menon said. 

The NSA said these days, external instability 
translates directly into internal security 
challenges. 

“There is no clear line between internal and 
external security any more. The tensions 

produced by youth unemployment in Spain or 
gentrification in Khirkee, are internal and 
external security issues at the same time,” he 
said. 

Source: Indian Express, March 24, 2014  

Japan Holds Cyber Security Drill Ahead of 
Olympics 

Japan held a government-wide cyber security 
drill on March 18 in a bid to improve 
coordination among public agencies and major 
businesses, as Tokyo prepares to host the 2020 
Summer Olympics. The mock cyber attack for the 
first time brought together 21 government 
departments and firms in 10 business sectors, 
including utilities, banking and aviation.  
 
"Cyber attacks have grown increasingly 
sophisticated, highly developed and 
internationalised," Chief Cabinet Secretary 
Yoshihide Suga, the Japanese government's top 
spokesman, told participants.  "It has become 
ever more important that the government 
strengthens its ability to counter attacks," he 
added.  
 
The drill comes as Internet security comes back 
into focus after the spectacular failure of the 
Tokyo-based MtGox Bitcoin exchange following a 
half-billion-dollar theft of the virtual currency, 
which it blamed on computer hackers. The 
exchange, which has filed for bankruptcy, had 
reportedly come under massive hacker offensives 
last month in an apparent attempt to steal 
Bitcoins. Unlike traditional currencies, the digital 
unit is generated by complex chains of 
interactions among a huge network of computers 
around the planet.  

The government has said it faces a cyber attack 
every 30 seconds, on average. The exercise had 
participants sharing information, gathering data 
and analysing the attacks as well as the extent of 
the damage. 
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In real-life cyber attacks, private experts are also 
hired to carry out investigations and assess the 
damage, officials said. Earlier this month, 
Minister of Technology Policy Ichita Yamamoto 
cautioned that Tokyo must beef up its 
preparedness ahead of the 2020 Games. "In the 
area of cyber security, various measures are 
possible as we prepare for the Tokyo Olympics 
and Paralympics in six years' time," he said. "We 
have to make serious efforts." 

Source: The Times of India, March 18, 2014  

Pentagon Planning to Triple Cyber Staff to 
Combat Computer-Based Attacks  

The Pentagon is planning to more than triple its 
cyber security staff in the next few years, Defence 
Secretary Chuck Hagel has said. 

Hagel said that the move would be taken to 
defend against computer-based attacks. 

Hagel made the comments on March 28 at the 
National Security Agency headquarters, as he 
prepared to visit China the following week, where 
officials are likely to challenge him amid reports 
of aggressive US cyber spying, news24 reports. 

According to the report, the Pentagon has been 
recruiting outside talent for cybersecurity jobs. 
The Pentagon will have some 1 800 professionals 
by year's end. 

Source: Business Standard, March 30, 2014  

Trojan Family's Dendroid virus poses 
threat to Indian Android Phones    

Indian cyber security sleuths have alerted users 
of Android smartphone about the malicious 
activities of a tricky virus called 'Dendroid' whose 
infection could "completely compromise" their 
personal phone device. 

The virus of the deadly 'Trojan' family, once 
activated, could change the command and 
control server of a user's personal Android phone 
and intercept private SMSes coming in or going 
out. 

"It has been reported that a malicious toolkit 
called DENDROID is being used to create 
trojanised applications that infects Android-
based smartphones. The malware is created by 
modifying the required permissions by any clean 
APK (Android Application Package) with 
Dendroid RAT functionality that allows detailed 
management of the infected devices," the 
Computer Emergency Response Team of India 
(CERT-In) said in its latest advisory to Android 
phone users in the country. 

Security experts say the virus is street-smart 
because it has a striking resemblance to the name 
Android. 

The agency said upon installation of this 
malicious application, a remote attacker could 
"completely compromise the affected Android-
based smartphone and could control it remotely". 

It said the malware infected "is controlled by the 
attacker through Dendroid Toolkit. Dendroid is a 
HTTP RAT, having a sophisticated PHP 
administration panel and an application APK 
binder package." 

The agency has suggested some countermeasures 
to thwart the ill-attempts of the latest virus 
including keeping a check on the overall usage 
and any unsatisfactory rise in the user's mobile 
phone bill. 

"Exercise caution while visiting 
trusted/untrusted sites for clicking links, install 
Android updates and patches as and when 
available from Android device vendors, users are 
advised to use device encryption or encrypting 
external SD card feature available with most of 
the Android OS," the agency said. 

"Avoid using unsecured and unknown Wi-Fi 
networks. There may be rogue Wi-Fi access 
points at public places used for distributing 
malicious applications and make a practice of 
taking regular backup of Android device," the 
advisory said. 

Source: Business Today, March 29, 2014  
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White House Cyber Security Chief Says 
Damage Done by Snowden Will Take 
Decades to Repair 

White House cyber security chief has reportedly 
said that the damage done to the US national 
security due to NSA whistleblower Edward 
Snowden would take decades to repair. 

Special assistant to the president for cyber 
security, Michael Daniel, said that they are going 
to deal with the fallout from the leaks and the 
impact on national security would reverberate for 
years to come. 

Daniel further said that the Obama 
administration has adopted a passive approach to 
offensive and retaliatory cyber attacks against 
nation states and criminal hackers caught 
attacking US networks, Washington Times 
reports. 

He said that they were going to prioritize network 
defense and law enforcement before conducting 
offensive cyber attacks. 

Accusing Snowden of compromising sensitive 
'accesses' used by the NSA to conduct electronic 
spying, Daniel said that the techniques and tools 
were no longer available to them. 

He further said that other classified NSA systems 
were being rebuilt and the Snowden affair had 
undermined focus on other pressing cyber 
security and national security issues. 

Source: Business Standard, March 29, 2014  

NSA Spying on Huawei: China Beefs up 
Cybersecurity 

China will beef up its internet security in 
response to recent reports that the US 
government spied on a major 
telecommunications firm, the Defence Ministry 
said on March 27. 

 Reports that the US National Security 
Agency infiltrated servers at the headquarters of 
Huawei Technologies "lay bare the United 

States's hypocrisy and despotic rule," ministry 
spokesman Geng Yansheng told a briefing.  
 
"For a while now, some Americans have jabbered 
on and on, condemning Chinese hacking 
attacks," he said. "But the truth is that this is 
without any basis in fact, it's simply a thief crying 
'Stop, thief!'"  

The ministry did not say what steps would be 
taken to strengthen internet security.  The White 
House has said that the US does not spy to gain 
commercial advantage. Cyber espionage has cast 
a shadow over China-US ties, with each side  

Source: Times of India, March 27, 2014  

Finland Offers Help in Tackling 
Indonesia’s Cyber Crimes 

The Internet has in the space of a few decades 
become an integral part of today’s society, but as 
businesses and governments grow increasingly 
dependent on online connectivity, the risk of 
cyber threats and attacks have grown 
exponentially. 

In a report by Akamai Technologies last year, 
Indonesia was ranked as the number one source 
of hacking-related traffic in the world, overtaking 
China. Indonesia reportedly accounted for 38 
percent of hacking-related traffic on servers that 
Akamai monitored in the second quarter of 2013, 
up from 21 percent earlier in the year. This is 
where countries with highly developed internet 
infrastructure are offering to play a helping role. 

“Cyber security has become an important focus 
for development and what we can offer here is 
our knowledge and experience,” Lt. Gen. Arto 
Raty, the permanent secretary of Finland’s 
Ministry of Defense, said during a recent visit to 
Indonesia. “We’ve built strategic guidelines in the 
past three years — a long process to build a 
maximum understanding of cyber issues — and 
we are implementing it today.” Raty said it was in 
Finland’s interest to offer such assistance to the 
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Indonesian government and businesses in their 
fight against prevalent cyber crime. 

Raty said it was necessary to look into 
maintaining and improving the capabilities of 
businesses and various organizations in order to 
ensure security by detecting and preventing cyber 
threats or other forms of disruptions that could 
jeopardize the function of a society. 

One way Finland could help, he said, would be to 
facilitate cooperation between government 
agencies or businesses from the two countries “by 
assigning cyber security-related tasks, provision 
simulations and cyber security management, 
particularly to businesspeople.” 

Source: The Jakarta Globe, March 24, 2014 

Cyber snoops hack India's secrets 

 According to a top secret survey report 
commissioned by the government, India’s 
deepest military secrets are vulnerable to cyber 
spooks, with 3,000 internet connections of the 
Defence Ministry and the Air Force 
Communication Centre at Vayu Bhawan having 
been compromised. 

About three lakh modems in Delhi are also 
vulnerable to Domain Name System (DNS) 
exploitation attacks, with servers based in foreign 
countries that can access sensitive information by 
means of phishing, traffic interception and 
diversion through a specific route. 

The scary situation has been revealed in a report 
prepared by the Indian Infosec Consortium (IIC) 
and submitted recently to the Ministry of 
Communications and IT. The report was 
submitted to the ministry on March 6, 2014.  

Talking to Mail Today Rohit Srivastava, Director 
and Researcher at IIC, said Communications and 
IT Minister Kapil Sibal had assured that the 
matter would be looked into. Sibal too confirmed 
to Mail Today that he had received the report 
and said, "The concerned department is looking 
into this." A letter submitted with the report 

titled 'Espionage on Sensitive Indian Machines' 
said: "It was discovered that around 3 lakh ADSL 
modems are vulnerable to DNS exploitation 
attacks in Delhi alone. The researchers 
discovered another shocking aspect that several 
sensitive systems in Delhi, which belong to 
government, defence and other critical agencies, 
have already been compromised by external 
entities and their data is being routed through 
external servers across the globe through DNS 
exploitation".  

The list drawn up by the IIC includes the Defence 
Ministry in South Block, Deputy Secretary of the 
Cabinet Secretariat at Rashtrapati Bhavan, the 
Chief of Naval Staff in C- Wing at South Block, 
the Air Force Communication Centre at Vayu 
Bhawan, the zonal officer of the Controller of 
Defence Accounts at Delhi Cantonment, and the 
Directorate of Income Tax (Investigation) at 
Jhandewalan. 

Over 99 per cent of the 3,000 connections 
surveyed by the ISC were possible victims of 
snooping. The report said users of vulnerable 
modems could be directed to malicious servers 
overseas, instead of going through Domain Name 
System servers to a desired website. A DNS 
server helps to connect a user to the server that 
hosts the desired website. The consortium found 
the DNS settings of modems, also known as 
internet routers, had been manipulated. 

The report revealed that the primary DNS 
internet address in the modems belonged to 
servers in China, Ukraine, the Netherlands and 
France, with most of them in the US. Normally, 
primary DNS servers should be on the network of 
the actual internet service provider. But, 
researchers found them belonging to malicious 
foreign servers that must have been used for 
phishing, traffic interception and diversion 
through a specific route. The servers located 
abroad may connect to the desired website or to a 
fake website that appears authentic. 
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Srivastava said it was not possible to pinpoint 
which country may be spying on these systems 
due to the complex structure of the internet. 

Source: India Today, March 22, 2014  

Cyber Alarm as Microsoft Ends XP 
Support  

 The Windows XP operating system (OS) 
introduced way back in 2001 can almost be 
considered relic. However, even today one third 
of the computers across the world run on its 
credibility - and the supremacy is not limited to 
the personal computers or organizations, even 
the sophisticated medical equipments and ATMs 
use it extensively. 

The scenario is going to change forever from next 
month. Microsoft has announced that the 
automatic updates and security patches for the 
OS will stop from April 8, meaning the system 
will be open to the vulnerability and malware 
attacks. It has made the cyber security experts 
raise an alarm to the individuals and 
organizations to prepare for the shift or 
safeguard themselves. 

Sanjeev Shah, a Vadodara-based chartered 
accountant and cyber security crusader, told TOI 
that according to a study by a private consulting 
firm, more than 34,000 branches of public sector 
banks run on Windows XP as in November 2013. 
"For the purpose, the Indian Banks Association 
(IBA) has already issued an advisory to banks in 
February to ensure business continuity," he said. 

Shah said that the security patches for the later 
versions of Windows OS will give the cyber 
criminals information required for reverse-
engineering an attack on unsupported version of 
XP. "On first Tuesday of every month, Microsoft 
issues the new security patches. It will now no 
longer be available and every month gaps in XP 
defence will grow," he said. 

For personal computer users, will the anti-virus 
software work? Sunny Vaghela, a city-based 
cyber crime expert, disagreed. "The only way 

forward is to upgrade the system - for the 
corporate, government organizations and 
individuals to be safe online. While it is not easy 
to change the system overnight when it is used by 
all the public amenities you can name, what they 
can do at the moment is to keep conducting 
penetration and intrusion tests and strengthen 
the firewall. However, it will be a temporary 
solution," he said. 

Source: The Times of India, March 21, 2014 
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JANUARY 2014 

CYBER MEDIA 
WATCH 

India Seeks Equal Role for all 
Governments in Global Internet  

Close on the heels of the US decision to 
relinquish its oversight of Internet Corporation 
for Assignment of Names and Numbers 
(ICANN), a global multi-stakeholder meeting - 
NETmundial - on the future of internet 
governance will be held in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
April 23-24. Nearly 800 delegates representing 
government, private sector, civil society, 
academia and technical communities, including 
several from India, are expected to attend this 
meeting. 

This meeting was a result of an angry speech by 
Brazilian President Dilma Rouseff at the United 
Nations General Assembly held in New York in 
2013. Rouseff, who, following the allegations by 
whistleblower Edward Snowden regarding mass 
surveillance by the NSA (National Security 
Agency) in the United States, publicly criticized 
the US administration and sought a resolution of 
these issues of any further acts of mass 
surveillance. 

The Brazilians have invited written contributions 
in the run-up to the meeting. So far 188 
proposals from 46 different countries have been 
received. From India, the Ministry of External 
Affairs (MEA), Cellular Operators Association of 
India and Data Security Council of India, IT for 
Change, International Center for Free and Open 
Source Software, and the Society for Knowledge 
Commons, have made submissions. Some 20 
Indians are expected to participate in this global 
internet meeting in Sao Paulo. 

The MEA, in its submission, has highlighted the 
need for governments to "enhance common 
understandings and intensify practical 
cooperation through regular institutional 

dialogue with broad 
participation under the auspices of the United 
Nations, as well as regular dialogue through 
bilateral, regional and multilateral fora and other 
international organisations, in the area of 
internet and security". 

It has also argued that internet governance 
"should be multilateral, transparent, democratic 
and representative with the participation of 
governments, private sector, civil society and 
international organisations in their respective 
roles". It seeks to make these as the foundation 
principles of internet governance. 

NETmundial will focus on detailing the 
principles of internet governance and debate a 
proposal for the roadmap of future development 
of the internet and its ecosystem. Even though 
the Snowden expose regarding mass surveillance 
are seen as the reason for holding such a 
conference, Internet governance ecosystem goes 
beyond surveillance and privacy and includes 
issues of access, diversity, multilingualism 
growth and development, security, human rights, 
free speech, new technologies and emerging 
issues, among others. 
 
Source: Business Standard, March 30, 2014 
 
Brazil's anti-spy Internet Bill Clears 
Lower House Vote 

Brazil's lower chamber of Congress approved 
groundbreaking legislation on March 25 aimed at 
guaranteeing equal access to the Internet and 
protecting the privacy of its users in the wake of 
U.S. spying revelations. 

To ensure passage of the bill, the government had 
to drop a contentious provision that would have 
forced global Internet companies to store data on 
Brazilian servers inside the country. 
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The rule was added last year to proposed Internet 
governance legislation after revelations that the 
U.S. National Security Agency had spied on the 
personal communications of Brazilians, including 
those of President Dilma Rousseff. 
 
Instead, the bill says companies such as Google 
Inc and Facebook Inc are subject to Brazilian 
laws and courts in cases involving information on 
Brazilians, even if the data is stored on servers 
abroad. 
 
The government refused to drop another key 
provision on net neutrality that was opposed by 
telecom companies because it bars them from 
charging higher prices for different content, such 
as video streaming and voice services such as 
Skype. 
 
The legislation dubbed Brazil's "Internet 
Constitution" protects freedom of expression and 
sets limits to the gathering and use of metadata 
about Internet users. 
 
Experts, such as World Wide Web inventor Tim 
Berners-Lee, have praised the bill for balancing 
the rights and duties of individuals, governments 
and corporations, while ensuring the Internet 
continues to be an open and decentralized 
network. 
 
Source: Chicago Tribune, March 25, 2014  
 
New EU Cybersecurity Law Avoids Making 
Companies Report Breaches 
 
Europe on March 13 approved a new 
cybersecurity law, but held back from requiring 
Internet giants such as Google, Amazon, Ebay 
and Skype, to report security incidents. Members 
of the European Parliament voted by a huge 
majority to approve the Network and 
Information Security (NIS) directive. 
 
Under the original proposals, so-called “enablers 
of information society services” would have been 
required to report any security breach that 
“significantly affects the continuity of critical 
services and supply of goods” to a national 
authority, whether data had been compromised 
or not. 
 
But the law as approved by parliament on March 
13 now extends only to companies that own, 

operate or provide technology for critical 
infrastructure facilities. Business organizations 
were quick to welcome the law. “We commend 
the European Parliament for wisely focusing the 
directive on the critical infrastructure 
elements.”This Directive will succeed if it is based 
on clear and future-proof definitions and a 
proportional, risk-based approach that allows the 
private sector to continue to innovate,” said 
Thomas Boué, policy director at BSA, the 
Software Alliance. 
 
We are only as strong as the weakest link,” said 
Digital Agenda Commissioner Neelie Kroes who 
put forward the proposals. It will be up to 
member states how they write the directive into 
national law, so sanctions for failing to report an 
incident will vary from country to country. 
However Article 15 stipulates that member states 
must investigate all cases of noncompliance. 
Kroes says she wants to reach an agreement with 
EU member states by the end of 2014. 
 
According to the Commission, 93 percent of large 
corporations experienced a cyber attack in 2012. 
Yet nearly three quarters of 160 respondents to 
an online Commission consultation said that the 
requirement to report cyber incidents would not 
incur any additional costs, and more than two 
thirds said that implementing a state-of-the-art 
NIS risk-management system would not result in 
increased costs.  
 
Source: PC World, March 13, 2014  
 
Ghana to Get National Cyber Security 
Strategy Soon 
 
President John Dramani Mahama has indicated 
that a National Cyber Security Strategy to help 
deal with the threats of Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) will soon be 
presented to the Cabinet.  

He said Ghana’s huge investment in ICT would 
only yield dividends if people were able to trust 
transactions conducted in cyber space, hence the 
need for the strategy. 

The President gave the indication in a statement 
read on his behalf by the National Security 
Advisor, Mr William Aboah, at the launch of a 

http://www.ghana.gov.gh/index.php/2012-02-08-08-32-47/general-news/5241-national-cyber-security-strategy-soon-president-mahama
http://www.ghana.gov.gh/index.php/2012-02-08-08-32-47/general-news/5241-national-cyber-security-strategy-soon-president-mahama
http://www.ghana.gov.gh/index.php/2012-02-08-08-32-47/general-news/5241-national-cyber-security-strategy-soon-president-mahama
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collaboration between the Government of Ghana 
(GoG) and the Commonwealth Cybercrime 
Initiative (CCI). 

Ghana, with support from the World Bank and 
others, had invested hugely in its ICT 
infrastructure, President Mahama said, and 
noted that ICT was the foundation for 
transformational, social and economic 
development. 

It also had the potential to provide farmers with 
access to capital and market information, open 
up international markets to small and medium-
sized businesses and improve the efficiency and 
transparency of government services, helping 
them to tackle corruption, he added. 

“But all these dividends depend on people being 
able to trust their interaction in cyber space. If we 
allow it to become a domain of lawlessness, fraud 
and criminality, instead of the anticipated 
benefits, we will find that our critical national 
infrastructure is vulnerable to cyber-attack, all-
night trades and services will be deterred and our 
children will be at risk when online,”  the 
President said. 

Source: Government of Ghana, Official Portal, 
March 24, 2014 
 
Global Commission on Internet 
Governance's Research Advisory Network  
 
 Twenty-five distinguished scholars and 
internationally recognized experts have been 
appointed to the Global Commission on Internet 
Governance's (GCIG) new Research Advisory 
Network (RAN). 
 
The Global Commission is a two-year initiative 
launched in January 2014, by the Centre for 
International Governance Innovation (CIGI) and 
Chatham House. Chaired by Sweden's Foreign 
Minister Carl Bildt, the commission will produce 
a comprehensive stand on the future of multi-
stakeholder Internet governance. 

The commission's RAN, led by CIGI Senior 
Fellow Laura DeNardis, will assist in identifying 

and prioritizing Internet governance and Internet 
policy related issues within the commission's 
mandate. Members of the RAN will provide 
expert briefings to the members of the 
commission and conduct research and analysis 
for the commission's preparatory work and final 
report. 

"The research advisory network will be an 
indispensable component of the Global 
Commission on Internet Governance," said Fen 
Osler Hampson, co-director of the commission 
and director of CIGI's Global Security & Politics 
program. "Under the direction of Laura 
DeNardis, the RAN will be of great benefit to this 
initiative's critical analysis and findings. I'm 
grateful that these experts have agreed to 
participate." 

Source: Digital Journal, March 20, 2014  
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STATEMENTS 

Statement of General Keith B. Alexander, 
Commander United States Cyber 
Command before the House Committee on 
Armed Services Subcommittee on 
Intelligence, Emerging Threats and 
Capabilities  

Chairman Thornberry, Ranking Member 
Langevin, and distinguished members of the 
Committee, thank you for the opportunity to 
speak to you today on behalf of the men and 
women of the United States Cyber Command 
(USCYBERCOM). As you know, this will be the 
last time I have the honor of talking about our 
Command’s fine and dedicated Service members 
and civilian personnel before this Committee. It 
always gives me great pleasure to tell you about 
their accomplishments, and I am both grateful 
for and humbled by the opportunity I have been 
given to lead them in the groundbreaking work 
they have done in defense of our nation.   

USCYBERCOM is a subunified command of U.S. 
Strategic Command in Omaha, Nebraska though 
based at Fort Meade, Maryland. It has 
approximately 1,100 people (military, civilians, 
and contractors) assigned with a 
Congressionally-appropriated budget for Fiscal 
Year 2014 of approximately $562 million in 
Operations and Maintenance (O&M), Research, 
Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E), and 
military construction (MILCON). USCYBERCOM 
also has key Service cyber components: Army 
Cyber Command/Second Army, Marine Forces 
Cyberspace Command, Fleet Cyber 
Command/Tenth Fleet, and Air Forces 
Cyber/24th Air Force. Together they are 
responsible for directing the defense ensuring the 
operation of the Department of Defense’s 
information networks, and helping to ensure 
freedom of action for the United States military 
and its allies—and, when directed, for defending 
the nation against attacks in cyberspace. On a 
daily basis, they are keeping U.S. military 

networks secure, supporting the protection of our 
nation’s critical infrastructure from cyber attacks, 
assisting our combatant commanders, and 
working with other U.S. Government agencies 
tasked with defending our nation’s interests in 
cyberspace.  

USCYBERCOM resides with some key mission 
partners. Foremost is the National Security 
Agency and its affiliated Central Security Service 
(NSA/CSS). The President’s recent decision to 
maintain the “dual-hat” arrangement under 
which the Commander of USCYBERCOM also 
serves as the Director of NSA/Chief, CSS means 
the co-location of USCYBERCOM and NSA/CSS 
will continue to benefit our nation. NSA/CSS has 
unparalleled capabilities for detecting threats in 
foreign cyberspace, attributing cyber actions and 
malware, and guarding national security 
information systems. At USCYBERCOM, we 
understand that re-creating a mirror capability 
for the military would not make operational or 
fiscal sense. The best, and only, way to meet our 
nation’s needs today, to bring the military cyber 
force to life, and to exercise good stewardship of 
our nation’s resources is to leverage the 
capabilities (both human and technological) that 
have been painstakingly built up at Fort Meade. 
Our nation has neither the resources nor the time 
to redevelop from scratch the capability that we 
gain now by working with our co-located NSA 
partners. Let me also mention our other key 
mission partner and neighbor at Fort Meade, the 
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA). 
DISA is vital to the communications and the 
efficiency of the entire Department, and its 
people operate in conjunction with us at 
USCYBERCOM on a constant basis. We all work 
in conjunction with the extensive efforts of 
several federal government mission partners, 
particularly the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS), the Department of Justice and 
its Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and 
other departments and agencies. We also work 
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with private industry and allies in the overall 
mission of securing our networks, identifying 
threat actors and intentions, building resiliency 
for federal and critical infrastructure systems, 
and supporting law enforcement in investigating 
the theft and manipulation of data.  

 Allow me to review the highlights since our last 
posture hearing before the Committee a year ago. 
The main point I want to leave with you is that 
we in US Cyber Command, with the Services and 
other partners, are doing something that our 
military has never done before. We are putting in 
place foundational systems and processes for 
organizing, training, equipping, and operating 
our military cyber capabilities to meet cyber 
threats. USCYBERCOM and the Services are 
building a world class, professional, and highly 
capable force in readiness to conduct full 
spectrum cyberspace operations. Seventeen out 
of one hundred thirty-three projected teams have 
achieved full or “initial” operational capability, 
and those teams are already engaged in 
operations and accomplishing high-value 
missions. The Cyber Mission Force is no longer 
an idea on a set of briefing slides; its personnel 
are flesh-and-blood Soldiers, Marines, Sailors, 
Airmen, and Coast Guardsmen, arranged in 
military units that are on point in cyberspace 
right now. We are transforming potential 
capability into a reliable source of options for our 
decision makers to employ in defending our 
nation. Future progress in doing so, of course, 
will depend on our ability to field sufficient 
trained, certified, and ready forces with the right 
tools and networks to fulfill the growing cyber 
requirements of national leaders and joint 
military commanders. That is where we need 
your continued support.  
 
The Threat Picture  

The Department of Defense along with the 
Department of Homeland Security, the 
Department of Justice, and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation have primary responsibilities to 
defend the United States in cyberspace and to 

operate in a global and rapidly evolving field. Our 
economy, society, government, and military all 
depend on assured security and reliability in this 
man-made space, not only for communications 
and data storage, but also for the vital 
synchronization of actions and functions that 
underpins our defenses and our very way of life. 
USCYBERCOM concentrates its efforts on 
defending military networks and watching those 
actors who possess the capability to harm our 
nation’s interests in cyberspace or who intend to 
prepare cyber means that could inflict harm on 
us in other ways.   

Unfortunately, the roster of actors who concern 
us is long, as is the sophistication of the ways 
they can affect our operations and security. We 
have described some of these in previous 
hearings, and I know the Director of National 
Intelligence recently opened his annual World 
Wide Threat Assessment for Congress with 
several pages on cyber threats, so I’ll be brief 
here. 

I can summarize what is happening by saying 
that the level and variety of challenges to our 
nation’s security in cyberspace differs somewhat 
from what we saw and expected when I arrived at 
Fort Meade in 2005. At that time many people, in 
my opinion, regarded cyber operations as the 
virtual equivalents of either nuclear exchanges or 
commando raids. What we did not wholly 
envision were the sort of cyber campaigns we 
have seen in recent years. Intruders today seek 
persistent presences on military, government, 
and private networks (for the purposes of 
exploitation and disruption). These intruders 
have to be located, blocked, and extracted over 
days, weeks, or even months. Our notion of cyber 
forces in 2005 did not expect this continuous, 
persistent engagement, and we have since 
learned the extent of the resources required to 
wage such campaigns, the planning and 
intelligence that are essential to their success, 
and the degree of collaboration and 
synchronization required across the government 
and with our allies and international partners. 
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Through concerted efforts, and with a bit of luck, 
we are creating capabilities that are agile enough 
to adapt to these uses and others, and I am 
convinced we have found a force model that will 
give useful service as we continue to learn and 
improvise for years to come.  

We have some key capability gaps in dealing with 
these increasingly capable threats. Cyberspace is 
a medium that seems more hospitable to 
attackers than defenders, and compared to what 
real and potential adversaries can do to harm us, 
our legacy information architecture and some of 
our  weapons systems are not as “cyber robust” as 
they need to be. Our legacy forces lack the 
training and the readiness to confront advanced 
threats in cyberspace. Our commanders do not 
always know when they are accepting risk from 
cyber vulnerabilities, and cannot gain reliable 
situational awareness, neither globally nor in US 
military systems. In addition, the authorities for 
those commanders to act have been diffused 
across our military and the US government, and 
the operating concepts by which they could act 
are somewhat undefined and not wholly realistic. 
Further our communications systems are 
vulnerable to attacks. We need to rapidly pursue 
a defense in depth as we envision with the 
fielding of the Joint Information Environment. 

These gaps have left us at risk across all the 
USCYBERCOM mission areas that I described 
above.   

USCYBERCOM’s Priorities  

USCYBERCOM is addressing these gaps by 
building cyber capabilities to be employed by 
senior decisionmakers and Combatant 
Commanders. In accordance with the 
Department of Defense’s Strategy for Operating 
in Cyberspace, the people of USCYBERCOM 
(with their NSA/CSS counterparts) are together 
assisting the Department in building:  

1) A defensible architecture;  

2) Trained and ready cyber forces;  

3) Global situational awareness and a common 
operating picture;  

4) Authorities that enable action;  

5) Concepts for operating in cyberspace;  

 We are finding that our progress in each of these 
five areas benefits our efforts in the rest. We are 
also finding the converse—that a lack of 
momentum in one area can result in slower 
progress in others. I shall discuss each of these 
priorities in turn.  

Defensible Architecture: The Department of 
Defense (DoD) owns seven million networked 
devices and thousands of enclaves. 
USCYBERCOM, with its Service cyber 
components, NSA/CSS, and DISA, monitors the 
functioning of DoD networks, providing the 
situational awareness to enable dynamic 
defenses. Unfortunately, DoD’s current 
architecture in its present state is not fully 
defensible. That is why the Department is 
building the DoD Joint Information Environment 
(JIE), comprising a shared infrastructure, 
enterprise services, and a single security 
architecture to improve mission effectiveness, 
increase security, and realize IT efficiencies. The 
JIE, together with the cyber protection teams 
that I shall describe in a moment, will give our 
leaders the ability to truly defend our data and 
systems. Senior officers from USCYBERCOM and 
DISA serve on JIE councils and working groups, 
and together with leaders from the office of the 
DoD’s Chief Information Officer, Joint Staff J6, 
and other agencies, are guiding the JIE’s 
implementation (with NSA’s support as Security 
Adviser). JIE has been one of my highest 
priorities as Commander, USCYBERCOM and 
Director, NSA/CSS.  

Trained and Ready Forces: Over the last year we 
have made great progress in building out our 
joint cyber force. When I spoke to you in March 
2013 we had just begun to establish the Cyber 
Mission Forces in the Services to present to 
USCYBERCOM. This force has three main 
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aspects: 1) Cyber National Mission Teams to help 
defend the nation against a strategic cyberattack 
on our critical infrastructure and key resources; 
2) Cyber Combat Mission Teams under the 
direction of the regional and functional 
Combatant Commanders to support their 
objectives; and 3) Cyber Protection Teams to help 
defend DoD information environment and our 
key military cyber terrain. On January 17, 2014 
we officially activated the Cyber National Mission 
Force – the U.S. military’s first joint tactical 
command with a dedicated mission focused on 
cyberspace operations. We have plans to create 
133 cyber mission teams by the end of FY 2016, 
with the majority supporting the Combatant 
Commands and the remainder going to 
USCYBERCOM to support national missions. 
The teams will work together with regional and 
functional commanders according to a command 
and control construct that we are actively helping 
to forge and field.  

The training for this force is happening now on 
two levels. At the team level, each cyber mission 
team must be trained to adhere to strict joint 
operating standards. This rigorous and deliberate 
training process is essential; it ensures the teams 
can be on-line without jeopardizing vital military, 
diplomatic, or intelligence interests. Such 
standards are also crucial to assuring intelligence 
oversight and to securing the trust of the 
American public that military operations in 
cyberspace do not infringe on the privacy and 
civil liberties of U.S. persons. Our training system 
is in the midst of certifying thousands of our 
people to high and joint military-wide standards.   

At the individual level, we are using every 
element of capacity in our Service schools and in 
NSA to instruct members of the Cyber Mission 
Force teams. We have compiled a training and 
readiness manual, a “summer school” for cyber 
staff officers, and are shaping professional 
military education to enhance the cyber savvy of 
the force. To save time and space, furthermore, 
we have established equivalency standards to 
give individuals credit for training they have 

already taken in their Services and at NSA, with a 
board to adjudicate how much credit to confer for 
each course. Finally, we have established Job 
Qualification Records for team work roles to 
provide joint standards, further reinforcing 
common baselines of knowledge, skills and 
abilities across Service-component teams.  

As our training system geared up to meet our 
need for trained operators and certified teams, 
sequestration-level reductions and furloughs last 
year seriously impeded our momentum. The 
uncertain budget situation complicated our 
training efforts; indeed, we had to send people 
home in the middle of our first-ever command 
and staff course last summer. Moreover, every 
day of training lost had cascading effects for the 
overall force development schedule, delaying 
classes, then courses, and then team 
certifications, to the point we are about six 
months behind where we had planned to be in 
training our teams. We are only now catching up 
to where we should have been months ago in 
building the Cyber Mission Force. 

Increased Operational Awareness: 
Enhanced intelligence and situational awareness 
in our networks help us know what is happening 
in cyberspace. Our goal is to build a common 
operating picture, not only for the cyber activities 
of organizations based at Fort Meade but also 
across the U.S. government. We are moving 
toward this objective, for instance by 
coordinating the activities of the USCYBERCOM 
and NSA operations centers. Achieving it should 
let all who secure and defend our networks 
synchronize their activities, as well as see how 
adversarial and defensive actions can affect one 
another, which in turn enhances the efforts of 
planners and the predictability of the effects they 
seek to attain. 

Capacity to Take Action: The last year saw 
increased collaboration between defenders and 
operators across the US government and with 
private and international partners. 
USCYBERCOM played important roles in several 
areas. USCYBERCOM, for instance, has been 
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integrated in the government-wide processes for 
National Event responses. This regularly 
exercised capability will help ensure that a cyber 
incident of national significance can elicit a fast 
and effective response at the right 
decisionmaking level, to include pre-designated 
authorities and self-defense actions where 
necessary and appropriate. In addition, 
USCYBERCOM participated in whole-of-
government actions with partners like the 
Departments of State, Justice, and Homeland 
Security in working against nation-state 
sponsored cyber exploitation and distributed 
denial-of-service attacks against American 
companies. Finally, we already benefit from 
sharing information on cyber threats with the 
services and agencies of key partners and allies, 
and are hopeful that cybersecurity legislation will 
one day make it easier for the U.S. Government 
and the private sector to share threat data in line 
with what the Administration has previously 
requested. 

Operating Concepts: To oversee and direct the 
nation’s cyber forces, as previously mentioned, 
we have established a National Mission Force 
Headquarters in USCYBERCOM at Fort Meade. 
This functions in parallel with analogous 
headquarters units (the four Joint Force 
Headquarters) for the Service cyber components, 
which themselves work with the NSA/CSS 
regional operating centers in Georgia, Texas, and 
Hawaii.  

We can report some good news with respect to 
the realism of our cyber exercises, which put 
these operating concepts to the test. 
USCYBERCOM regularly participates in more 
than twenty Tier 1 Combatant Command, 
coalition, and inter-agency exercises. We also run 
a Cyber Wargame that looks five years into the 
future and includes industry and academic 
experts. USCYBERCOM’s flagship exercises, 
CYBER FLAG and CYBER GUARD, are much 
more sophisticated now and are coupled directly 
with Joint Doctrine and the Force Model. CYBER 
FLAG, held each fall at Nellis Air Force Base 

inNevada, includes all the Service cyber 
components as well as inter-agency and 
international partners. CYBER FLAG 14 in 
November 2013 assembled more than 800 
participants, included conventional maneuvers 
and kinetic fires in conjunction with cyber 
operations, and featured a much more realistic 
and aggressive adversary in its expanded virtual 
battlespace. In the past we were tentative about 
letting the cyber “red teams” loose, for fear they 
would impair expensive training opportunities 
for conventional arms. In our recent CYBER 
FLAG iteration last fall, we figuratively took the 
gloves off. Our defense consequently got its 
collective nose bloodied, but the defenders to 
their credit fought back and prevailed in chasing 
a determined foe out of our systems. For its part, 
CYBER GUARD is a whole-of-government event 
exercising state- and national-level responses to 
adversary actions against critical infrastructure 
in a virtual environment. It brings together DHS, 
FBI, USCYBERCOM, state government officials, 
Information Sharing and Analysis Centers, and 
private industry participants at the tactical level 
to promote shared awareness and coordination to 
mitigate and recover from an attack while 
assessing potential federal cyber responses. 
Finally, we are also building and deploying tools 
of direct use to “conventional” commanders in 
kinetic operations, some of which were most 
recently utilized in the latest Red Flag exercise 
run to keep our pilots at the highest degree of 
proficiency. 

Where Are We Going?  

Let me share with you my vision for what we at 
USCYBERCOM are building toward. We all know 
the US military is a force in transition. We are 
shifting away from legacy weapons, concepts, and 
missions, and seeking to focus—in a constrained 
resource environment—on being ready for 
challenges from old and new technologies, 
tensions, and adversaries. We have to fulfill 
traditional-style missions at the same time that 
we prepare for emerging ones, with new tools, 
doctrines, and expectations, both at home and 
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abroad. We are grateful to Congress for lessening 
the threat of wholesale budget cuts called for by 
the Budget control Act. That makes it easier for 
the Department of Defense to maintain its 
determination to shield our cyberspace 
capabilities from the resource reductions falling 
on other areas of the total force. It is fair, and 
indeed essential, for you to ask how we are 
utilizing such resources while others are cutting 
back.  

Our answer is that the trained and certified teams 
of our Cyber Mission Force are already improving 
our defenses and expanding the operational 
options for national decision makers, the 
Department’s leadership, and joint force 
commanders. We are building this force and 
aligning the missions of the teams with 
intelligence capabilities and military 
requirements. Our cyber mission teams will bring 
even more capability to the “joint fight” and to 
whole-of-government and international efforts: 

• USCYBERCOM is working with the Joint 
Staff and the combatant commands to 
capture their cyber requirements and to 
implement and refine interim guidance 
on the command and control of cyber 
forces “in-theater,” ensuring our cyber 
forces provide direct and effective support 
to commanders’ missions while also 
helping USCYBERCOM in its national-
level missions. In addition, we are 
integrating our efforts and plans with 
component command operational plans, 
and we want to ensure that this 
collaboration continues at all the 
Commands.  

• Our new operating concept to enhance 
military cyber capabilities is helping to 
foster a whole-of-government approach to 
counter our nation’s cyber adversaries. 
Indeed, USCYBERCOM planners, 
operators, and experts are prized for their 
ability to bring partners together to 
conceptualize and execute operations like 
those that had significant effects over the  

last year in deterring and denying our 
adversaries’ cyber designs.  

Here is my greatest concern as I work to prepare 
my successor and move toward retirement. 
Despite our progress at USCYBERCOM, I worry 
that we might not be ready in time. Threats to 
our nation in cyberspace are growing. We are 
working to ensure that we would see any 
preparations for a devastating cyber attack on 
our critical infrastructure or economic system, 
but we also know that warning is never assured 
and often not timely enough for effective 
preventive actions. Should an attack get through, 
or if a provocation were to escalate by accident 
into a major cyber incident, we at USCYBERCOM 
expect to be called upon to defend the nation. We 
plan and train for this every day. My Joint 
Operations Center team routinely conducts and 
practices its Emergency Action Procedures to 
defend the nation through inter-agency 
emergency cyber procedures. During these 
conferences, which we have exercised with the 
participation up to the level of the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense, we work with our 
interagency partners to determine if a Cyber 
Event, Threat or Attack has occurred or will 
occur through cyberspace against the United 
States. As Commander, USCYBERCOM, I make 
an assessment of the likelihood of an attack and 
recommendations to take, if applicable. We 
utilize this process in conjunction with the 
National Military Command Center (NMCC) to 
determine when and if the conference should 
transition to a National Event or Threat 
Conference. 

We understand that security is one of the greatest 
protections for civil liberties, and that liberty can 
suffer when governments hastily adapt measures 
after attacks. At USCYBERCOM we do our work 
in full support and defense of the civil liberties 
and privacy of Americans. We do not see a 
tradeoff between security and liberty; we 
promote both simultaneously, because each 
enhances the other. Personnel at USCYBERCOM 
take this responsibility very seriously. The tools, 
authorities, and culture of compliance at 
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NSA/CSS give us the ability and the confidence to 
achieve operational success against some of the 
toughest national security targets while acting in 
a manner consistent with civil liberties and rights 
to privacy. That said, unless Congress moves to 
enact cybersecurity legislation to enable the 
private sector to share with the US Government 
the anomalous cyber threat activity detected on 
its networks on a real-time basis, we will remain 
handicapped in our ability to assist the private 
sector or defend the nation in the event of a real 
cyber attack. I urge you to consider the now daily 
reports of hostile cyber activity against our 
nation’s networks and appreciate the very real 
threat they pose to our nation’s economic and 
national security as well as our citizen’s personal 
information. I am concerned that this 
appreciation has been lost over the last several 
months, as has the understanding that—when 
performed with appropriate safeguards—cyber 
threat information sharing actually enhances the 
privacy and civil liberties as well as the security of 
our citizens. 

Conclusion 

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman and Members of 
the Committee, for inviting me to speak, and for 
all the help that you and this Committee have 
provided USCYBERCOM over the years. It has 
been my honor to work in partnership with you 
for these past 39+ years to build our nation’s 
defenses. Never before has our nation assembled 
the talent, resources, and authorities that we 
have now started building into a cyber force. I am 
excited about the work we have done and the 
possibilities before us. This is changing our 
nation’s capabilities, and making us stronger and 
better able to defend ourselves across the board, 
and not merely in cyberspace. We can all be 
proud of what our efforts have accomplished in 
building USCYBERCOM and positioning its men 
and women, and my successor, for continued 
progress and success. 

Source: US House of Representatives, March 12, 
2014 

Neelie KROES, Vice-President of the 
European Commission responsible for the 
Digital Agenda, Plenary debate on 
Network and Information Security 
Directive, European Parliament, March 
12, 2014 

Introductory remarks 

I very much welcome this debate tonight on our 
proposal on network and information security. 

The opportunities of new digital tools are 
increasing all the time. But so are cyber-attacks. 
Citizens become ever more aware of online risks, 
and ever more reluctant to trust online tools. 

Snowden gave us a wake-up call: he focused our 
attention. And there is no privacy without 
security. Many are asking, "Why are people 
spying on us online?" Really, they should ask 
another, equally valid, question: "why are we so 
unprepared and uncoordinated that they manage 
to succeed"? 

Today the Parliament can give us that answer. 

I would like to thank the Rapporteur, Andreas 
Schwab, for his hard and efficient work. I would 
also like to thank the shadows and the many 
other committees involved. 

As you know, our proposal is founded on three 
main pillars. 

First, Member States need to be ready: both 
technically and organisationally. Today there are 
gaps in some countries - we need to fill them; we 
are only as strong as the weakest link. 

Your amendments would offer Member States 
more flexibility to ensure national readiness. I 
take note: but of course, member states must still 
carry out the specific functions and tasks set out 
in the Directive. 

The second pillar would ensure more cooperation 
among Member States. 

http://docs.house.gov/meetings/AS/AS26/20140312/101883/HHRG-113-AS26-Wstate-AlexanderUSAK-20140312.pdf
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Today, if one country is hit by a major cyber-
attack, or has evidence of a major attack 
being prepared, they would not have to share that 
information. Even if the attack could have 
repercussions in other EU countries! That's not 
right: we are a Union; we have agreed to 
cooperate and share – we need to alert each other 
and, if necessary, to support each other. We 
should share information about such cyber 
incidents – just as we would for bio-terrorism or 
even flu outbreaks. This Directive would make 
this happen, and I thank the Parliament for 
supporting. 

Better cooperation will raise capabilities in all 
Member States, including the less advanced. Let's 
not wait for a digital 9/11. Let's prepare 
ourselves. 

Third: our proposal would mean better 
preparedness and better transparency in 
important sectors. Public and private. 

Tomorrow you will vote to extend the scope to 
cover also water, food, and Internet Exchange 
Points. I welcome this. 

Yet you also propose to exclude public 
administrations and "Internet enablers". 

But remember: many public functions are also 
essential services. Like land registries and public 
tenders. If those services fail, they let down 
citizens, other parts of the network, maybe the 
whole economy. So they too should be required 
to minimise cyber risks: the public sector should 
be setting the example. 

And, likewise, key Internet companies are also 
becoming essential these days – essential to 
interactions and transactions. Meanwhile, online 
services - and data from critical infrastructure - 
are now shifting to the cloud. So let's get the 
scope right. 

Two more points. In a fast-moving world, we 
need the right balance of precision and flexibility. 
That is why we need proper delegation powers. In 
addition, the obligation to notify suspected 

serious criminal incidents to law enforcement 
should be part of the due diligence that public 
authorities apply. 

I look forward to this debate. Information 
networks and systems are increasingly important 
to our lives. Weak links in the chain let down that 
whole system, and a weak NIS Directive will let 
down our whole economy. Let’s work together 
make Europe secure, ready, protected. Let's work 
together to show democracy can cope with 
technology. Let's work together to show that 
governments and lawmakers are part of the 
solution to online trust – not part of the problem. 

Concluding Remarks 

Thank you once again for your support and 
commitment in moving this crucial legislation 
forward. 

Now, we must all engage closely with the Council 
and make sure they realise the importance of this 
issue. Today online security is a pre-condition for 
digital business models, our society and 
European Competitiveness. 

I would like to adopt by the end of this year. And 
I am happy you are in the same mood. 

Reinforcing smart cooperation and effective 
coordination is key in making Europe the most 
secure and open internet space. This should be 
our goal. From what the honourable members 
have said, we have this in common. 

Joining forces and expertise, not only between 
industry, research institutes and governments. 
Not only between Member States. But also 
between the services within the Commission 
(Enisa, EU-CERT, Europol, EDPS) and the 
several DG's who have their own responsibilities 
in the field of cyber security. Fragmentation 
should be replaced by smart synergy in the digital 
age. 

People need to regain trust in technology, with 
the legal safeguards that protect their interests. 
Businesses can build on the competitive 
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advantage of secure systems. Our industry needs 
to step up - and it us already stepping up - to 
provide those solutions. 

My ambition is to make Europe the world's safest 
online space. I sincerely hope that we have that in 
common. 

Thank you. 

Source: European Commission, March 12, 2014 

 
 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-14-220_en.htm

